
Start End Length Presenter Topic Description

9.00 9.15 15.00 Arrival, registration

9.15 9.20 5.00 Holden Sheppard, 

Writing WA Deputy 

Chair and Writer

Welcome Welcome and Opening Remarks

9.20 10.00 40.00 Esther Anatolitis, 

NAVA

Investing in Yourself Esther Anatolitis is Executive Director of NAVA, a writer, facilitator and critic.  Creating 

and sustaining the conditions for independent creative practice is Esther’s professional 

focus. She will speak about the steps you can take to strengthen your creative practice 

and help you achieve your goals. She'll discuss the value of retreats, the impact of other 

paid work on your creative output, and the importance of self-care.

10.00 11.00 60.00 Nicola Evans and 

Rosanna Arciuli, 

Copyright Agency

Updates from the Copyright 

Agency

Nicola Evans will speak about the Cultural Fund: what it supports, how to apply, and how 

to write a good application. Rosanna Arciuli will speak about the Copyright Agency and 

copyright: what the agency does, an overview of copyright in Australia, why it’s important 

to be registered, current copyright issues, and fair use.

11.00 11.15 15.00 Coffee Break

11.15 12.00 45.00 Dr Laurie Steed, 

Writer

Writing successful applications Retreats, residencies and fellowships offer time to write and contemplate, but the 

application processes are highly competitive and potentially very time-consuming. Dr 

Laurie Steed will discuss best practice in relation to finding suitable opportunities to apply 

for, efficiently managing the application process, and giving yourself the best chance of 

success by writing strong applications.

12.00 12.45 40.00 Annabel Smith, 

Writer

How Writers Earn Money Annabel Smith will demystify the subject of how writers earn money by explaining the 

various income sources for writers. She'll explain advances, royalties, payment for 

speaking engagements, freelance writing, lending rights and other souces of income.. 

She'll speak from her own experience and those of other writers to help you gain more 

understanding of how to generate and manage your income from writing work.

12.45 1.45 60.00 Lunch Break
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